
Next Helsinki 

Under Helsinki 



Under Helsinki. Shadow City  

Helsinki has an existing shadow city. However te development is focused 
on facilities in the suburbs, and technical spaces in the city’s center. Under 
Helsinki develops the existing underground network taking advantage of its 
wonderful physical caracteristics: The city as an art piece. 
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Under Helsinki. Underground Life at Helsinki. 

Existing Underground Master Plan 
developement since 1980

Underground space represents  6.4%  of 
Helsinki’s city surface. 

Bedrock Mainly consist of old Precambrian 
Rocks (Granite) ideal for tunneling and for 
building underground spaces 

Low cost excavations EUR 100/m3 

Underground spaces mainly used for service 
areas and parking lots. Nowadays we have less and less public  

spaces. Helsinki’s developement is aiming 
to the underground developement of public 
spaces . 
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Under Helsinki. Shadow City
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Under Helsinki’s  choice of developement is focused on the city’s center rather 
than the harbor site, looking foward to make the most of the existing underground 
network. This is achieved by  the creation of connections between the city’s 
landmarks. 

The existing network distributed on different levels, mainly consist of: parking 
lots, technical spaces, services areas, underground pedestrian paths, metro (in 
use and futur tunnels), abandoned spaces. 4



Under Helsinki. A new underground vision. 

Helsinki’s master plan has planified spaces sometimes already excavated 
waiting for future developements. 

The existing facilities are located outside of the city’s center. 

Under helsinki uses available spaces underground between the 
existing ones. 

1. Hockey Stadium Underground 
2. Parking Helsinki
3. Underground lake for heating system  

4. Underground pedestrians passages
5. Itakeskus Underground Pool 
6. Temppeliaukio underground Church   
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Under Helsinki. An Art Network 

Create and underground art network with emergence points  as access control.  

New kind of art productIon spaces and facilities open to everyone, in the city’s 
center: Instead of going outside the city we could just go under our feet.

Underground existing espaces

Emergence points 

Park

Atrium 

Exhibition spaces Mutualized spaces

Events Network 

Under helsinki considers that art should be part of our everyday life. To find art 
we dont need to go to a museum or to an exhibition espace. Art is present all 
over the city’s underground network.  
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- A network with different accessibilities : Private/Open, semi-private 

- Create spaces with different timeframes by mutualisation  usage: 
Day/night, week/weekend. 

- A program related to the particular caracteristics of Helsinki ‘s 
underground  space. 

- Network used as an scenario for Festivals. 

Under Helsinki. The Art Network. 
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Under Helsinki. A Network between existing espaces
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Under Helsinki. Working the rock’s geometry.

Under Helsinki aims to develop new underground 
spaces keeping its natural caracteristics, using the 
less materials possible. 

Three caracteristics are developed to excavate the 
espaces: 
One keeping the existing aspect of helsinki’s excavations as 
natural stone.  

Another one integrating a mix of geometrically shaped 
stone and natural stone. 

And a third one totaly geometrically shaped. 
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Under Helsinki. Art Atrium 
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Under Helsinki’s  art atrium is excavated in a planned space of the master plan. This space 
is  characterised by  its grand volume and its depth. The acess gallery to the atrium its also a 
public circulation to connect to the other spaces of the network. The geometry of the atrium 
is a combination of geometrycal shapes and natural rock. This geometrycal shape is used for 
projections of movies, art mapping, performances, art installations, etc. 
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The Art Network. Underground Park 
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0 10 20 30
Under Helsinki’s  Underground Park  is excavated in an extension of  Stockman’s Parking lot planned in 
the master plan. The park is developped integrated and connected to this parking lot.  The geometry 
of the space keeps the aspect of the natural stone, and its characterized by a topography that leads 
the pathway through the park. 
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The Art Network.  Exhibition Loop 
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0 10 20 30Situated under Helsinki’s famous Esplanadi Park, there’s a water cooling lake 
a 100 meters deep, that attracts the interest of many visitors. Under Helsinki 
develops the idea of making a visit of this lake accompanied by  an exhibition 
space.  

Next to this space comes the exhibition loop, gathering several 
exhibition spaces, and finallly leading to the surface of the Esplanadi. 17
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Under Helsinki. Reusing technical spaces
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Under Helsinki. Mapping Art 
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Access points to the underground network  

Create new landmarks in the city 

Under Helsinki’s emergence points are the only mark 
and relationship to  the city’s surface. 

Same architectural language but adpted according 
to the urban context: its an allegory to the bedrock 
forms. 

Under Helsinki. Emergence points 
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Under Helsinki. Esplanadi Park emergence point. 
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Under Helsinki. Train station emergence point. 
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